APPARATUS

VISION PUMPERS
CURBSIDE COMMERCIAL PUMPERS
AERIALS
COMMERCIAL TOP MOUNT
WASP PUMPER
WILDLAND
LIGHT RESCUE
HEAVY DUTY RESCUE
CUSTOM TOP MOUNT ENCLOSED
RESCUE PUMPER

TRUSTED WORLDWIDE SINCE 1908
QUALITY & SERVICE
YOU CAN EXPECT AN UNMATCHED LEVEL OF QUALITY AND SERVICE FROM OUR ENTIRE LINE OF VEHICLES.

MADE IN THE USA
DARLEY APPARATUS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE NORTHWOODS OF WISCONSIN BY A TEAM OF SKILLED CRAFTSMEN. THESE VEHICLES ARE BUILT TO WITHSTAND THE TOUGHEST ENVIRONMENTS.

OUR TEAM
THE DARLEY APPARATUS SALES TEAM CONSISTS OF KNOWLEDGEABLE EXPERTS WITH A RELENTLESS FOCUS ON CUSTOMER SERVICE. WE’VE BUILT A PASSIONATE TEAM SECOND TO NONE.

EZ SPEC PROGRAM
DARLEY OFFERS A UNIQUELY SIMPLE PROGRAM TO DETERMINE WHICH APPARATUS WILL WORK BEST FOR YOU. VIEW OUR FULL EZ SPEC PROGRAM ON DARLEY.COM/APPARATUS.

MISSION STATEMENT
TO PASSIONATELY SERVE THE WORLD’S FIRST RESPONDER AND TACTICAL COMMUNITIES BY PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY, SAFE, AND INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS WITH UNMATCHED COMMITMENT AND SERVICE.

W.S. DARLEY & CO.
WWW.DARLEY.COM
1.800.4.DARLEY • 630.735.3500
@WSDARLEY

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
325 SPRING LAKE DRIVE
ITASCA, IL 60143-2072
#DEMANDDARLEY

APPARATUS DEMOS
Contact us today to schedule a demo or engineer a custom apparatus to meet your needs.

CHOICE OF CHASSIS
Select either a Custom Chassis or Commercial Chassis with multiple seating choices and dozens of options, including 4 Wheel Drive and Severe Duty Service. Darley offers full size pumper, rescues, aerial devices, and compact Quick Attack units built to your specifications!

POLYBILT® BODIES
Choose from a variety of tough and rugged PolyBilt® bodies custom made from durable, impact-resistant CoPolymer material. Featuring patented integrated compartmentation so tough, PolyBilt® bodies are virtually indestructible.
DARLEY CUSTOM DESIGNED VISION SERIES

Darley offers a full range of apparatus, including mini-pumpers, tankers, commercial and custom pumpers. We are known for building specialized apparatus that often includes compressed air foam systems and co-polymer bodies.

VISION PUMPERS

WILDLAND

CURBSIDE COMMERCIAL PUMPERS

LIGHT RESCUE

AERIALS

HEAVY DUTY RESCUE

COMMERCIAL TOP MOUNT

CUSTOM TOP MOUNT ENCLOSED

WASP PUMPER

RESCUE PUMPER
TO APPRECIATE ITS REAL BEAUTY, YOU HAVE TO SEE IT WORK AT A FIRE. THE ULTIMATE IN FIRE SUPPRESSION PERFORMANCE, DURABILITY AND OVERALL DESIGN - ALL BACKED BY INDUSTRY LEADING SUPPORT INCLUDING TRAINING EXPERTS, MANUALS, SCHOOLS, AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND REPAIRMEN.

**PUMP SYSTEM**
Darley LDMMC 1500 GPM single stage pump.
Fully engineered and integrated flagship pump.

**CHOICE OF CHASSIS**
Custom cabs designed for space, safety, performance and service.

**CAFS**
AutoCAFS® with a 220 CFM hot shift controlled compressor.
One touch air engagement and foam controls.
PolyBilt® Integral Series Pumper
Rescue body with integrated tanks. Limited lifetime body warranty is standard.

Impact resistant and corrosion free. Easy to repair and hard to damage.

Unique Total Vision panel with wraparound, colored design. So ergonomically friendly, we had to patent it.
"WASP" QUICK ATTACK
WILDLAND ATTACK/STRUCTURAL PROTECTION

DARLEY’S NEW WILDLAND ATTACK/STRUCTURAL PROTECTION (WASP) QUICK ATTACK PUMPER IS ENGINEERED TO GET TO THE FIRE QUICKLY AND INTO PLACES THAT A FULL SIZE PUMPER JUST CAN’T ACCESS. THIS UNIT FEATURES ALL-WHEEL DRIVE, AN OVERALL HEIGHT UNDER 8’ TALL, AND AN OPTIONAL CURBSIDE PUMP PANEL THAT ADDS INCREASED SAFETY FOR THE PUMP OPERATOR DURING HIGHWAY RESPONSE. ONCE ON SCENE, DARLEY’S VERY EASY-TO-OPERATE AUTOCAFS® COMPRESSED AIR FOAM SYSTEM REALLY PACKS A PUNCH.

**FIRE PUMP**
- Darley model PSMC with a UL rating of 1500 gpm at 150 psi
- 3 CAFS discharges above pump panel: 2 - 1½” and 1 - 2½” (Option for deck gun, hose reel, hosebed discharge, or front discharge)
- Maintenance free reliable mechanical seal
- All stainless steel plumbing package
- Gear driven 120 cfm rotary screw air compressor for the AutoCAFS® pumping system with a FoamPro 2001 foam proportioner

**POLYBILT® BODY**
- PolyBilt® Integral Series Pump-Rescue
- 300/30 gallon integral tanks
- Limited lifetime warranty

**COMPARTMENT**
- Compartments 1 & 4: 12.81 cu. ft. ea.
- Compartments 2 & 5: 23.46 cu. ft. ea.
- Compartment 7: 22.57 cu. ft.
- Total Compartmentation: 147.8 cu. ft.
FEATURES
• Compliant with applicable NFPA standards
• Optional Curbside and operator’s side control panel available
• LED emergency and scene lighting
• Includes a 2 1/2" Darley AutoFill™ - keeps the water tank between 1/2 and “FULL” automatically
• Options for receiver winches, SCBA storage, equipment mounting
• Lifetime warranties available on Pump, Tank & Body!

CHOICE OF CHASSIS
• Ford F550 XLT all aluminum crew cab
• 4 door 4x4 chassis (203” wheelbase, 84” CA)
• 6.7 L diesel engine rated at 330 hp
• Automatic transmission with all-wheel drive
• Seating for four with optional SCBA seating (Officer and both rear seats)
• Polished aluminum wheels
• Kussmaul battery conditioner with AutoEject™
• Customized factory Ford center console
DETERMINE WHICH APPARATUS WILL WORK BEST FOR YOU.

**VISION SERIES PUMPERS**

**DARLEY VISION PUMPER**
- V5002 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY VISION TOP CONTROL PUMPER**
- V5005 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY VISION ENCLOSED TOP CONTROL PUMPER**
- V5007 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY VISION REAR PUMP PUMPER**
- V5008 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1500)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY VISION FRONT PUMP PUMPER**
- V5009 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1500)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY VISION PUMPER**
- V5012 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 2500 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY VISION TANKER**
- VT001
- 2200 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Tanker Body
- One Low Compartment Each Side

**DARLEY VISION TANKER**
- VT003
- 2200 Gallon Tank
- Copolymer Tanker Body
- One Low Compartment Each Side

**VISION & CHALLENGER SERIES PUMPERS & TANKERS**

**DARLEY VISION PUMPER TANKER**
- CH001
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Aluminum Pumper Body
- Low Right Side With Ladders

**DARLEY CHALLENGER PUMPER**
- CH002
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Aluminum Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY CHALLENGER PUMPER**
- CH003 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Aluminum Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides

**DARLEY CHALLENGER TOP CONTROL PUMPER**
- CH006 (CAFS Option Included)
- Pump (1000-1750)
- 1000 Gallon Tank
- Aluminum Rescue Pumper Body
- High Sides Both Sides
DETERMINE WHICH APPARATUS WILL WORK BEST FOR YOU.

VIEW OUR FULL LIBRARY ON DARLEY.COM/APPARATUS

VISION & CHALLENGER SERIES RESCUES & AERIALS

DARLEY VISION WALK-AROUND RESCUE
RS001
Copolymer Rescue Body

DARLEY VISION WALK-AROUND RESCUE
RS002
Copolymer Rescue Body

DARLEY CHALLENGER WALK-AROUND RESCUE
RS003
Aluminum Rescue Body

DARLEY CHALLENGER WALK-AROUND RESCUE
RS004
Aluminum Rescue Body

DARLEY VISION WALK-AROUND RESCUE
RS005
Copolymer Rescue Body

DARLEY VISION 78 AERIAL
AR002 (CAFS Option Included)
Pump (1000-1750) 500 Gallon Tank Copolymer Aerial Body

DARLEY VISION 109 AERIAL
AR005 (CAFS Option Included)
Pump (1000-1750) 300 Gallon Tank Copolymer Aerial Body

DARLEY VISION 104 AERIAL PLATFORM
AR006 (CAFS Option Included)
Pump (1000-1750) 300 Gallon Tank Copolymer Aerial Body

VISION SERIES INITIAL ATTACK & WILDLAND

DARLEY VISION INITIAL ATTACK
IA005 (CAFS Option Included)
Pump (1000-1500) 300 Gallon Tank Copolymer Attack Body

DARLEY VISION INITIAL ATTACK
IA007 (CAFS)
Pump (Odin Lethal Weapon) 300 Gallon Tank Copolymer Attack Body

DARLEY VISION INITIAL ATTACK
IA010 (CAFS Option Included)
Pump (1000) 500 Gallon Tank Copolymer Attack Body

DARLEY VISION INITIAL ATTACK
IA011 (CAFS)
Pump (Odin Lethal Weapon) 300 Gallon Tank Copolymer Attac
TRUSTED WORLDWIDE SINCE 1908

DARLEY.COM/APPARATUS  1.800.323.0244

1.800.4.DARLEY  |  630.735.3500
POLYBILT® TRUCK BODIES
TOUGH AND RUGGED BODIES - BUILT FOR LIFE

POLYBILT® Truck Bodies feature patented, integrated compartmentation that are so tough, they are virtually bulletproof. From initial attack to heavy duty customs – we offer complete body solutions to meet your needs. POLYBILT® Truck Bodies are built and backed by the best, with over 100 years of combined fire industry support. Contact us today at 1.800.864.3817 or learn more at WWW.POLYBILT.COM.

SELECTION

- Custom or standard designs
- Built for OEMs, distributors, service centers and fire departments
- Choice of finished or unfinished construction
- Designed to fit any style emergency vehicle and/or fire vehicle

BENEFITS

- Corrosion free
- Tough, durable copolymer
- Limited lifetime warranty
- Lightweight
- Recyclable
- Safety: low center of gravity for improved stability

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

- Pumpers
- Fire/emergency rescue response
- Quick attack
- Disaster response
- Wildland
- Tankers
- Service bodies

Built Bull tough in partnership with

WWW.DARLEY.COM/APPARATUS